Dissection of a complex seed phenotype: novel insights of FUSCA3 regulated developmental processes.
A T-DNA insertion mutant of FUSCA3 (fus3-T) in Arabidopsis thaliana exhibits several of the expected deleterious effects on seed development, but not the formation of brown seeds, a colouration which results from the accumulation of large amounts of anthocyanin. A detailed phenotypic comparison between fus3-T and a known splice point mutant (fus3-3) revealed that the seeds from both mutants do not enter dormancy and can be rescued at an immature stage. Without rescue, mature fus3-3 seeds are non-viable, whereas those of fus3-T suffer only a slight loss in their germinability. A series of comparisons between the two mutants uncovered differences with respect to conditional lethality, in histological and sub-cellular features, and in the relative amounts of various storage compounds and metabolites present, leading to a further dissection of developmental processes in seeds and a partial reinterpretation of the complex seed phenotype. FUS3 function is now known to be restricted to the acquisition of embryo-dependent seed dormancy, the determination of cotyledonary cell identity, and the synthesis and accumulation of storage compounds. Based on DNA binding studies, a model is presented which can explain the differences between the mutant alleles. The fus3-T lesion is responsible for loss of function only, while the fus3-3 mutation induces various pleiotropic effects conditioned by a truncation gene product causing severe mis-differentiation.